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2017 June New: Microsoft MB6-890 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Updated in www.Braindump2go.com Today! 100% Real
Exam Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed! 1.|2017 Version New MB6-890 PDF and MB6-890 VCE 98Q&As Download:
http://www.braindump2go.com/mb6-890.html 2.|2017 Version New MB6-890 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNeEFMVmNBM0NmZjg?usp=sharing QUESTION 71You need to find and
change the help text on a field and propagate it to all occurrences within the database. What should you use to achieve this goal? A.
Advanced CompareB. Label EditorC. Find ReferencesD. Find and Replace Answer: C QUESTION 72You want to restrict
access to the sales team on the sales order to ensure that they stay within their approved customer.Which option accomplishes this
goal? A. Extensible Data SecurityB. Form Level AccessC. Table Permissions FrameworkD. Menu Item Level access
Answer: C QUESTION 73You are developing a solution to insert and update records in a table named Table1. The table has the
following structure:ID (Int) Description (String 60)1 Record 12 Record 23 Record 34 Record 4You have the following X++ code:Int
counter = 3, maxValue = 4;Table1 table1;try{for(counter = 3; counter<6; counter++){Table1.clear();table1.ID - counter;
table1.Description - strfmt("Record %1", counter);table1.insert();If(Counter == maxValue){Info(?Max value?);break;}}}
catch(Exception::Error){Info("Error");}catch(Exception: :DDEerror){Info("Data error");}catch(Exception: :Break){You need to
identify the output of the X++ code,What should you identify? A. data errorB. errorC. breakD. max value Answer: C
QUESTION 74You need to prepare a report about resources for your client.Which three types of content are considered resources?
Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A. picturesB. iconsC. linked permissionsD. button visualizationsE.
reference to a label file Answer: BDE QUESTION 75You need to create a menu item that can be attached report.Which type of
menu item should you use? A. AutoB. ActionC. DisplayD. Output Answer: B QUESTION 76You have a query that uses
Table1 as a data source.You want this query to automatically update its fields when any fields are added or removed from Table1.
What property changes must be made for this query? A. Set the Update property to "Yes".B. Set the Dynamic Fields property to
"Yes".C. Set the First Only property to "No".D. Set the Allow Add property to "Yes". Answer: A QUESTION 77You need to
determine the output of the following:int i = 25;str output: - "A";If (i 2- 10){if (i < 20){output - "B";}else{output = "C";}info(output)
;}if (i > 20){if (i > 50){output - "D";}else{output = "E";}}info (output);What is the output in the Infolog after running the code? A.
Green ColorB. Green GreenC. Color ColorD. Color Green Answer: D QUESTION 78You are using the Visual Studio
development environment to perform a customization for your client.You are working in a property pane and need to set the
property value of a specific element.What are two possible ways to organi2e element properties in a property pane? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution. A. by priorityB. by categoryC. mandatorilyD. alphabetically Answer: CD QUESTION
79You are working in a project. One of the elements does not compile due to an issue with an invalid value on a field. You need to
complete the build immediately in order to demo your current status to your manager. Which action should you perform to complete
the build? A. Set as Startup Object and recompile.B. Run Best Practice Fixers and recompile.C. Exclude from Project and
recompile.D. Scope to This and recompile. Answer: A QUESTION 80You need to ensure that the custom roles that are created for
your company comply with the segregation of duties.What are three possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer
presents a complete solution. A. VerificationB. AuthorizationC. ApplicationD. ValidationE. Contextualization Answer:
BCD !!!RECOMMEND!!! 1.|2017 Version New MB6-890 PDF and MB6-890 VCE 98Q&As Download:
http://www.braindump2go.com/mb6-890.html 2.|2017 Version New MB6-890 Study Guide: YouTube Video:
YouTube.com/watch?v=wiBprOjOYy4
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